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GROUP ALGEBRA MODULES. IV

BY

S. L. GULICK^), T.-S. LIUP) AND A. C. M. van ROOIJ

Abstract. Let T be a locally compact group, Cl a measurable subset of Y, and let

Ln denote the subspace of Ll(Y) consisting of all functions vanishing off fi. Assume

that La is a subalgebra of L1^). We discuss the collection SRn(J0 of all module

homomorphisms from La into an arbitrary Banach space K which is simultaneously

a left LHr) module. We prove that na(K) = na(K0) © *a(.K*0s), where K0 is the

collection of all k e K such that fk = 0, for all/eLl(r), and where K^bs consists of all

elements of K which can be factored with respect to the module composition. We

prove that 5"n(*'o) is the collection of linear continuous maps from La to K0 which are

zero on a certain measurable subset of X. We reduce the determination of 9til(Ä_at,3) to

the determination of Kr(Ä"alis). Denoting the topological conjugate space of K by K*,

we prove that (A"ab3)* is isometrically isomorphic to SKn(.fv*). Finally, we discuss

module homomorphisms R from Ln into L1(X) such that for each/e La, /(/vanishes

off Y.

1. Introduction. Once again we come back to the question of module homo-

morphisms which began our investigation of group algebra modules in the first

place ([3] and [4]). The present paper descends from both these papers. If Y is a

locally compact group, L1(Y) the Banach space of integrable functions on Y, and

if A" is a left L\Y) module, we studied in [3] the collection of module homo-

morphisms from L1(r) into K, from a rather abstract vantage point. On the other

hand, if Y acts on a locally compact space lasa transformation group, mx is a

positive Radon measure on X quasi-invariant with respect to Y, and if LX(X) is the

Banach space of integrable functions on X, we showed in [4] that L\X) can be

made into a left LX(Y) module, and then we examined the module homo-

morphisms from LX(Y) into LX(X).

In the present paper we let Q be a measurable subset of Y, and let La denote the

subspace of L1(r) consisting of all functions vanishing off Q. We assume that Ln

is a subalgebra of L1(r). Then we discuss the module homomorphisms from Ln

into an arbitrary left L1(Y) module K. The collection of such homomorphisms we

call ÎRa(K). The fact that La need not have an approximate identity makes the
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problem much more difficult. The fact that Ln has shifted approximate identities

makes the problem solvable, via several reductions.

In §3 we prove that $ln(K) = "3ia(K0) + ^(A^g), where K0 consists of all elements

of K which when composed with elements of F1(r) yield the zero element in K, and

where Aabs consists of all elements of A'which can be factored into the composition

of an V-(F) element and some element of K. Thus the homomorphism problem

splits into two parts. Via Theorem 3.5, Sfs/A'o) is the collection of linear, continuous

maps from Ln to K0 which are zero on LT where ris a certain measurable subset of

G; this set T also turns up in the previous paper [5], it involves the composition

operator in a direct way.

Next in §4, we look at "¡n^K^). Let dCl = {a e F : for every measurable neighbor-

hood í> of o, G> n Cl has positive measure}. We show that dCl splits up into a col-

lection /(dCl) of pairwise disjoint subsets. Then each R e 9în(A'al)S) corresponds to

a collection (Rj)Je^<,dn) where R} e 9tr(ATaba) and such that R} and R are identical on

Cl nj. Furthermore, for each /, the homomorphism Rj is uniquely defined. Con-

versely, any collection (/v;)Je</((i£2) which is norm-bounded in dtr(K) gives rise to a

(unique) R e ÍRa(K). Thus the problem of finding ÎH^K^s) has reduced to that of

finding ?Hr(Kabs).

In §5 we assume that Cl = F. We embed K into ïïir(K) by the map TK which sends

k e A'into right module multiplication by k. Then Aabs is injected isometrically onto

[9îr(ÀT)]abs. Denoting the topological conjugate space of K by A'*, we prove that

C^abs)* is isometrically isomorphic as a module to 9îr(A'*). This paves the way for a

collection of examples.

Let yç X be measurable and let f(dCl) consist of only one element. We close

the paper with a study of the module homomorphisms R from La to L\X) such

that for each feLa, Rf vanishes off Y.

2. Notations. The notations we use are mainly those given in §2 of [5]. Most of

the definitions and comments below have already appeared in our preceding

texts, but we desire to have them stated here explicitly for reference.

Let T be a locally compact group with identity 1 and left Haar measure m. For

feL\F) and o e F we have LMunctions /<,,/",/' defined by

/.(r)=/(ar), r e F,

f°(r) = f(ro)A(o), T6T,

/'(r)=/(r-1)A(r-1), r 6 F.

These functions are connected with the convolution in L\F) by the formulas

/„ * g = (f* g)o,f° * g=f* gcf* ga = (f* g)°, and (/* g)'=g' *f (/, g e L\F)).
Let QçT be measurable. We put La = {feL\F) :/=0 a.e. outside Cl} and

o'i2 = {crer : for every measurable neighborhood O of o, m($ n O)^0}. Then

ClzdCl l.a.e. (= locally almost everywhere), i.e. dCl\Cl is locally null. For every

o e dCl, Lr contains approximate identities (ui)ieI and (vj)jeJ such that (u,)"'1 eLa

for each i and (Vj)a-i- eLa for each y [5, Lemma 3.1].
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For  measurable   O,   <J> £ Y,   we   let  Ln * L9  be   the  closed  linear  hull  of

{f*g :feLa,geL9}. Then

(2.1) Ln * L4 = Cl ( 2 L,.) = Cl ( 2 lA-
Voedfi / Vied« /

(The first equation is [5, Corollary 3.4]; the second is proved in a similar way as the

first.) If <D is not locally null, then d<5>^ 0 ; taking 0 = Y we obtain from (2.1) that

(2.2) Cl (2 L^)=Lr.
Wr        /

In case Ln is a subalgebra of Lr we obtain from (2.1) the inclusions Qct£Í2 l.a.e.

and (tQ£Q l.a.e. for all aedO. Thus, if feLa and aedO, then /" "1 e La and

/„-i ELn. By [5, Corollary 3.5(h)] dO is a closed semigroup of Y.

We use the symbol ^ to denote the characteristic function of O.

If y4 is a Banach algebra, an ^-module is a (left) module K over A which is also

a Banach space, and such that ||/* k\\ Ú \\f\\ \\k\\ for allfe A,keK(* denoting the

module composition). In particular we shall consider Lv modules. An element k of

an Lr module A is called factorable if there exist feLr and k' e K such that

k=f* k'. The factorable elements of K form a closed submodule Aabs of A [5]. A" is

said to be absolutely continuous if Aabs = A". For instance, Lr is an absolutely

continuous Lr module. It follows that (Aabs)abs = Ä"abs for every K. It is clear that

lim¡ u¡ * k = k for every A; e Aabs and every approximate identity («¡)¡e/ in Lr. For

a e T we define a norm-preserving left shift A: ->■ rc„ in A"abs by

(2.3) (/* fc')a = /a * k',      fe Lr, k'eK

(see [5]). Then

(2.4) f*ka=f°*k,      feLr,ke Kabs, aeY.

For every keKabs, ka depends continuously on a. For all /eLr, k e Kabs and

k* e K*, we have by [5]

(2.5) k*(f* k) = jrf(a)k*(ka-i) da.

3. Reduction to order-free modules. Let K be an Lr module. We call Korder-free

if there is no k e K such that ät#0 and such that/* k = 0 for every feLv. Every

absolutely continuous module is order-free, because if A" is such a module, then for

all k e K, k e closure {f*k : fe Lr}.

In general, for an Lr module K we call {ke K : f* k = 0 for every fe Lr} the

order submodule K0 of K. Note that k e Alies already in A0 if there is a measurable

O £ T, not locally null, such that L<,*k = {0}. (Then for every aeY, {0} = (L* * k)a-i

= (L*)a-i*k = (Lqli)*k, so that, by (2.2), Lr * fe = Cl (2ff6r^*) * & = {0}.) The
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Banach space K/KQ is made into an Lr module by the definition

f*(k + K0) = (f*k) + K0       (feLr,keK).

This K/K0 is always order-free.

Most modules we shall deal with are order-free, e.g., CX(X), M(X) and L"(X)

(1 ̂ /»^oo). However, modules with order sometimes arise in a natural way. Thus,

if K is an Lr module, we may define a module composition on A'* by the following

definition.

3.1. Definition. (/* k*)(k)=k*(f * k), (feLr, k e K, k* e K*).

K* is then an Lr module. It is not hard to prove that K* is order-free if and only

if K is absolutely continuous. In fact, there is a natural isometrical module homo-

morphism of (Aabä)* onto K*/(K*)0.

Let Cl be a measurable subset of F that is not locally null, and assume that

Ln is a subalgebra of Lr. Let K be an Lr module.

3.2. Definition. A continuous linear map R:Ln-+K is an (Ln, K)-homo-

morphism if R(f*g)=f*Rg (f,geLn). The collection of (Ln, ^-homo-

morphisms we denote by 9înW- When Cl = F we suppress the Cl and write Ht(K).

3.3. Theorem. For any Lr module K, o^n(K) is the direct sum of ^(A^) and

S^nC^o)- In particular, in case K is or der-free, then R(f) e Kabsfor all R e Mn(K) and

feLn.

Proof. If k e ATabs, then liirij «¡ * k = k for every approximate identity (u¡)is, inLr;

therefore k$ K0 if k ± 0. Then by the definitions of ¿Rn(^abs) and 9tn(A0), their

intersection is {0}. Thus we need only show that 9tn(A') = 9în(A'abs) + 9[în(A'0).

Let R e ÍRn(K) be given. Take a e dCl. As we mentioned in §2 there exists an

approximate identity (Ui)ie, in Lr such that for each / e /, (ut)"'1 eLa. Then feLn

implies that/„-i 6 Ln and

Rifa"-) = Hm R(ut */,-i) = lim R((ut)°_1 */)
i i

= lim [(utf-1 * Rf].
i

Since (u¡)a~1 * Rfe A"abs and A"abs is closed in K, it follows that R(f„-1) e A^s- We

define Ra : Ln —> K by Ra(f) = [R(fa ~x)]a- Then Ra is a continuous linear map of

Ln into Aabs.TakegeLn. ForfeLnaweha\efeLa,sothatf* Rag=f * R(gl!-1)

= R(f" * g,-i) = R(f* g)=f* Rg- Thus Lna*(Rg-Rag) = {0}. It follows that
Rg — Rag e KQ, and we conclude that R — Ra is a continuous linear map Ln -> K0.

Moreover, for all f,geLn we obtain

/* Rag =f*Rg = [if* Rg),-*]. = (/»-» * Rg).

= [R(fo-i*g)]o = lR((f*g)*-i)]o

= Ra(f*g).
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Thus Ra is a module homomorphism, and consequently, so is R — Ra. We obtain

Ra e SHn(Aabs), R - Ra e 9tn(A0).

The elements of 8tn(Aab8) can be characterized in terms of the shift in Aabs.

3.4. Theorem. A continuous linear map R: Ln-> Aabs is in 9tf2(Aabs) if and only

If Kfa - 0 = (Rf), - » for allfe La and aedO.

Proof. Take R e 9tn(Ä"abs), a e dO. By the proof of the preceding theorem,

Rf- [Rif-^h e Ko for every/E La. But of course Rf- [R(f„-■>)]<, e Aabs. Therefore

Rf=[R(fo-i)],- In other words, (Rf)a-^ = R(fa-^).

Conversely, let A : Ln->-Aabs be a linear continuous map such that R(fa-i)

= (Rf)a-i for all/e Ln and a e dO. For any/, geLa and any k* e K* we have by

(2.5) that

k*(f* Rg) = jrf(a)k*((Rg)„-i) da

= jrf(°){[R*(k*))(g„->)} da

= [R*(k*)](f*g) = k*(R(f*g)),

so that/* Rg=R(f* g). Thus R e 9UAabs).

In order to describe 9tfi(A0) we need a little more knowledge about the algebra

La. There exists an open set T<^Y such that LT is the closed linear span of

{/* g : f g in Lß}. The proof of this statement and the explicit definition of T are

in [5]. (Note that &~ = G because X=Y.) In terms of this set T v/e have a simple

characterization of (Ln, A0)-homomorphisms.

3.5. Theorem. A continuous linear map R: La ~+ K0 is in ?fta(Ko) if and only if

R = 0 on LT.

Proof. If A = 0 on LT, then R(f*g) = 0 for all/, g eLn. On the other hand,

La * A"o = {0} and f*RgeLa*K0. Thus f*Rg = 0 and R e 9ín(A0). Conversely,

for Redin(K0) and f, g e La we have R(f*g)=f* RgeLn * A0 = {0}. Since R is

linear and continuous, R(h) = 0 for all h eLT.

We mention that 9tij(A0) = {0} if LT=Ln. In particular, LT=Ln if 1 £ dO, because

then La contains an approximate identity of Lr. To wit, if 0 = Y we have

9Î(A0) = {0}.

4. A decomposition theorem for module homomorphisms. Let O be a semigroup.

An equivalence relation ~ in O is called an "ideal equivalence relation" if ot~t

for all a, t eO. Let us define the equivalence relation « in O by ax r if and only if

o~t for every ideal equivalence relation ~ in O. Then x is itself an ideal equiv-

alence relation. Among all ideal equivalence relations « is the finest, has the

smallest equivalence classes. Explicitly, oXt if and only if there exists a finite

sequence a = au a2,..., an = r in O such that (Oat) n (i)ai + 1)# 0 for each /.
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The equivalence classes modulo « form a set /(Cl). If O is abelian or contains

a right unit, then /(Cl) consists of only one element; indeed, if Cl is abelian, then

oXto = otXt for all a, t e Cl, and if O has a right unit r¡, then o = or¡Xr] for all

a e Cl. ]fwe/e/(fi) and if re Cl, then (t2)o = t(to), so ClJçJ, which means that

/ is a left ideal of Cl.

4.1. Lemma. Let Cl be a measurable subsemigroup of F, with Cl not locally null.

Then there exists a neighborhood (P of 1 e F such that Cl n <S>J^J for every

J e /(Cl). In particular, the ideal equivalence classes are relatively open in Cl, and

f=I{f£j : Je /(Cl)} for allfeLa. Furthermore, o^Jn Cl=J for all oeCl and

Je/(Cl).

Proof. Inasmuch as CICl contains a nonempty open subset of F by [6, 20.17],

there is a ß e Cl and a neighborhood <I> of 1 such that ¡83>^ Cl. Let oe Cl. For all

te O n 3>ct we havejSra-1 e/ÎOçQ and consequently ox(ßTo'1)cT=ßTXT. Thus,

ifoeje /(Cl), then Cl n Octç/, so that Cl n <S>J<^J. To prove the last statement,

we notice that if reJ, ßeCl and oßeJ, then rXoßxß; therefore a~1J nClçJ,

while the converse inclusion is obvious.

4.2. Corollary. Let Cl be as above. If Cl is connected, then /(Cl) contains only

one element.

Let Cl be a measurable subset of F. It is known that if Ln is an algebra, then dCl

is a closed subsemigroup of F. Furthermore, for any o e dCl, we have crûçQ l.a.e.

and Clo^Cl l.a.e. (see §2). Inasmuch as every J e /(dCl) is a subsemigroup, L¡ and

Lam are nontrivial algebras, the latter because / is a nonempty relatively open

subset of dCl.

We have sufficient machinery to decompose (Ln, A)-homomorphisms.

4.3. Theorem. Let Cl be a measurable subset of F that is not locally null. Assume

Ln is an algebra, and K an Lr module which is order-free. For every R e 1Rn(K) there

is a family {R} : Je /(dCl)} of elements of3i(K), such that

(*) R(f)=    2    W6),      feLa.
Je^idCl)

Furthermore, \\R\\ =snp{\\Rj\\ :Jef(dCl)}.

Conversely, for every norm-bounded family {Rj : J e /(dCl)} in ÏH(K) the

equation (*) defines an Re SRn(K).

Proof. Let R e ?itn(K) be given to us. Let a e dCl, and let (uí)í£, be an approximate

identity in Lr with norm 1 and such that (u¡)a-i eLa for every i. Next let a e F and

feLaa. YhenfaeLa and hence (f)"'1 eLna^La. Thus

MiXr1]}.-1 = limfÄtfXr1 * u$.-i
t

= \im{R[f*(ui)a-i]}a-i
i

= \im{fa*R[(ui)a-i]}a-i
i

= lim/* R[(u()a-i].
i
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In particular, the latter limit exists for any aeY andfe L„n. Since the approximate

identity is bounded, so is {A[(M()a-i] : i el}, which means that if D is defined as

{feLr : lim¡ [/* A(w,)tt-i] exists}, then D must be a closed linear subspace of Lr,

and by the calculation above, D^\JasrLan. Thus D^Cl (2<,er L„n)=Lr (see 2.2).

Hence we can define Ra : Lr -> K by

Ra(f) = lim/« * R((ut)a-i),      feLr-
i

Since/, ge Lr means that (/* g)a=f* ga, evidently Aa e 3î(A). Recapitulating, we

have taken an R e 9în(A), so that R is defined only on Ln, and from it we have

defined a module homomorphism Ra on the whole of Lr. The particular Ra we

obtain depends (or at least appears to depend) upon the aedO picked at the

beginning of the proof. In any case, we next show that Ra is an extension of R

restricted to O n J, where a e J.

It is easy to show that Aa = A on Lna. After all, if feLaa then feLa and

Aa(/) = lim¡ R(f * (t/j)0-i) = lim, R(f* w¡) = A(/). Now we determine an ideal

equivalence relation on dO. Write ß~o if Rß = Ra. Let ß, a e dO. We must show

that Raß = Rß. On Laß, Re = R while on Lnaß, Raß = R. Since üct£Ü l.a.e., we have

LnagÇLne and Raß = R = Rß on Laaß. But Raß and Re are module homomorphisms

on Lr, so by Theorem 3.4 they are left translation invariant by any element of Y.

This means that they agree not only on Laaß but on Lzaaß for any t eY. Hence

Raß = Re on Cl (ZierLtnaß)=Lr (see 2.2). This proves that Raß = Rß and ~ is an

ideal equivalence relation. Next, if aedO, then there is a Je ^(dO.) such that

aeJ. For any ßeJ, Ra = Rß, so that we may define R} as Ra and take away the

apparent dependence on the particular aeJ. Then Rj = R on Cl (ZßeJ Lnß). We

note that / is a closed subset of dO, since dO\J is relatively open in dO by Lemma

4.1 (where O is replaced by dO). Because dO is closed in Y, we know that/is also

closed in Y, so J^dJ. Take ß e dO. Then R} = R on

Cl (2 Lna) 2 Cl ( J I*») =   2 L» 2 ^«w,        (by 2-!)>

which is just perfect for us because iffeLnnJ then/0-1 eLßiSln}) and consequently

A/(/)=[A/(/i-i)]s = [A(/Ä-i)]i = A(/) by the translation invariance of A. Thus

R = Rj on LnnJ. We have thus shown that A yields the module homomorphism Rj

defined on all of Lr in such a way that A and R} agree on O n /. From Lemma 4.1

we infer that for any feLn=Lçlndn, /=2/{/6}, with the result that

R(f) = J.j {A(/6)} = 2j {Rj(f£j)}> which proves (*). As for the norm inequalities,

||Aj ^ IA|| since the approximate identity is bounded by 1. Thus |Ay|| = \\R\\ for

every J e J(dO). The inequality ||A|| ̂ sup {||Aj|| : J e f(dO)} follows from (*).

Hence ||A||=sup{|A.,|| : J e f(dO)}.

We have yet to prove the converse. Let {R, : J e f(dO)} be a family of elements

of ÍR(K) such that {||A/|| : Je f(dO)} is bounded. Then (*) defines a continuous

linear map  R:Ln^-K.  Now let  aedO.  By the last part of Lemma 4.1,
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o--1/ n dCl=J for every Je /(dCÏ). This means that for all/e La,

fe~1it = {f£a-ij)o-i   = (fîdClîa-ij)a-1  = (fèjX-1-
Thus

RU*-*) = 2 M*-1 w = 2 *xc/*,),-o

-few«)     -W)).-*.
so by Theorem 3.4, R is an (La, A^-module homomorphism.

The theorem says that to any module homomorphism R defined on Ln there

corresponds a collection (Rj)jey(da) of module homomorphisms on Lr, and each

Rj is the unique extension of R restricted to Cl n J. Thus if we have complete

knowledge of ÎR(K), then the problem of ÎRn(K) is completely solved as well. In

other words, the problem of characterizing ?Hn(K) is reduced to the problem of

characterizing ÍR(K). Besides what occurs in this paper, there is a discussion of

ÍR(K) in [31, [8], and [9].

Sometimes Theorem 4.3 takes on a simpler form.

4.4. Corollary. Assume that Cl has at least one of the following properties:

(a) Cl is commutative.

(ß) 1 e dCl.

(y) Cl is connected.

Then every R e 9ÎQ(A') has a unique extension to an Re dt(K), and \\R\\ = \\R\\.

Proof. /(dCl) contains but one element.

It would be conceivable, no matter what F and Cl ç F are, that /(dCl) consisted

of but one element. In fact it would be desirable, since then any module homo-

morphism from Ln to K could be extended—uniquely—to a module homo-

morphism from Lr to K. However, this is not the case. Let F be the free group with

two generators, a and ß, and let F have the discrete topology. Let <I> be the sub-

semigroup generated by 1, a, and ß, and let Cl be the subsemigroup i>a u <bß. We

define the continuous, linear map R : Ln -*■ Lr by

R({{aa}) - ilaa),   ° e O,       R(ilan) = f(««),   » e *.

Then R e SRn(Lr), but there is no extension R e ÎR(Lr) such that R and R coincide

onift.

From the definition of /(dCl) we see that Cl n dCl is partitioned by

{ClnJ : Je /(dCÏ)}. This means that La=Lnnda = ^j Lnn} where the LnnJ are

pairwise disjoint (except for {0}) left ideals of Ln. We prove below that

{Lcmj : Je /(dCÏ)} forms the finest decomposition of LQ as the sum of disjoint left

ideals of the form Le.

4.5. Theorem. Let (0j)js/ be a set of measurable subsets ofCl such that each Le. is a

left ideal of Ln and such that La = Cl C¿ie¡ L9)) and Le¡ n LBj = {0} for i ̂ =j. Then for

each i, L6i is the closure ofj, {Lnn] : Je /(dCl), LnnJ^L$).
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Proof. Let P¡: La-^L0i be defined by Pi(f)=fèel- Then A¡ is continuous, linear,

a projection from La onto LBi, and feLn implies that/=2ie/ A,(/). Fix / e I. Let

f,ge La. Since by assumption L9t is a left ideal, and since Pt(g) e L$i, we have

/*[A(g)]eL9l, and thus

Pi(f*g)-f* [Pi(g)] = P¿f*g)-PÁf* [Pig)]) = P,if* [g-Pi(g)]\.

But g-[Pt(g)] eLa\e=Cl (J,*, LS)), so

/* (g-[P<(g)D e Cl (2/* Le ) £ Cl (2£.,)

since eachL9l is a left ideal in La. Thus Pt(f* {g— [A,(g)]}) = 0. Hence />, e$RQ(Lr).

Hence Theorem 4.3 applies, and there exists a collection {A, : / e ^(c/Q)} £ 5R(Lr)

such that Plf) = 2, Rj(fèi), for all/eLr. By a theorem of G. Wendel (see [10]),

every R} e 3l(Lr) determines a p} e M(Y) such that Rj(g)=g * p}, for all g eLr.

Then

fie, = W) = 2 (/"W * **"    for all^e Ln-

Using this decomposition we show next that for each J e ß(dO), either p., = 0 or

/*, = 81; the point mass at 1 e V. To that end, let J e J(dO) such that 0¡ n J is not

locally null. If/eL,,^,, then the formula displayed above yields us/=/* p.j. Thus

Le¡nj=Leinj * p.j, so that L8in/ * (81 — p./) = 0. Then 81 — p.J lies in the order sub-

module of M(Y). However, M(Y) is order-free. Consequently o1—p,J = 0, or 81=^.

On the other hand, if J is such that J n 0¡ is locally null, then by a similar reasoning,

cij=0. Finally, we note that (/&) * 8i =/&, while (/£,)* 0=0, so that /eLn

implies that

fèai = 2{fèj--fe^idO,),t,J = h1}.

Since every element of LSi is of the form/f9| for an appropriate fe La, we see that

we have decomposed Le¡ as hypothesized. (The closure appearing in the statement

of the theorem merely preserves the widespread convention that the sum of a

collection of spaces contains only finite sums of elements of the spaces involved.)

We remark that there may very well be finer decompositions of La into a sum of

ideals not of the form Le. Thus, if p, is an idempotent measure on Y, then Lr is the

direct sum of Lr * p. and Lr * (Sx — p.), while ./(F) contains only one element.

Let us see how §§3 and 4 have simplified the problem of finding 9în(A)-module

homomorphisms for an arbitrary Lr module K. In the first place, we found that

SWA) = 'SidK0) © StníAabs), in Theorem 3.3, and then described as completely as

we will here the space ?fin(K0), which from Theorem 3.5 turns out to be the col-

lection of linear, continuous maps from La to K0 which map LT into 0. That done,

we directed our attention to those A which were order-free, showing that A e 9?n(Aaba)

meant that A corresponded to a collection {A, : A., e 3f{(Aabs), / e #(dO)} (Theorem
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4.3). Consequently we know 5R£2(A'abs) provided we know ^(A^bs), which in this

case is none other than 9t(A") if K is order-free, by Theorem 3.3. Later we will use

these results in special examples.

5. Module homomorphisms on Lr. In this section we assume that Í2=T. For

any Lv module K whatsoever, we can determine a special subspace of ÍR(K) in the

following way. For keK, let TKk e m(K) be defined by (TKk)(f)=f* k (feLr).

Indeed K is order-free if and only if TK is injective. Then we have

5.1. Theorem, (i) 77ie definition (/* R)(g) = R(g */) (/, geLr,Re ÍR(K)) turns

M(K) into an order-free Lr module, thereby rendering TK a module homomorphism of

K into dl(K).

(ii) If K is absolutely continuous, TK is an isometry.

(Hi) The restriction of TK to K&bs is an isometry of Kabs onto 9î(A')abS.

(iv) TmK) is an isometry oftR(K) onto ÎR(dt(K)).

Proof, (i) Except for showing that ÍR(K) is order-free the proof is a straight-

forward calculation. But if Lr * R = {0}, then R(Lr) = R(Lr *Lr)=Lr * R(Lr) = {0},

so R = 0. To prove (ii), we note first that if K is absolutely continuous, then K is

order-free, so TK is injective. Next, if (Mj)i67 is an approximate identity of norm 1 in

Lr and if k e K, then

||rz*| =suP{|/**i :feLr;\\f\\xú 1}

^ lim||u,*&|| = ||fc||.

On the other hand, since Ais a Banach module, \\TKk\\ ̂ ¡fe||. Now we prove (hi).

The isometry we already have. Since A"abs is absolutely continuous, TKk is factorable

in di(K) for every k e ATabs. Thus TK maps K^B into 9î(A')abs. To show the map

restricted to Aabs is onto 9t(AT)abs, let R e ^(K)^^ Then there exist feLr and

R' e îfi(K) such that R=f* R'. Thus for all g eLr,

{TK[R'(f)]}(g) = g * (R'f) - (/* R')(g) = R(g)-

Consequently, R = TK(R'(f)). Since Lv is factorable, there are fx,f2 eLr such that

/=/i*/2- Then R = TK(R'(fx*f2)) = TK(fx*R'(f2))eTK(Kslbs), which is what we

needed to prove. Finally we prove (iv), which is simple now. We have natural

surjective isometries

m(K) -s. 5R(A-abs) -► mcm(K)Aba) -> hw(K)),

the middle one coming from (iii) and the outer two by the comment following

Theorem 3.4. The composition of these isometries is just Tytoc).

5.2. Theorem. LetKbeanLr module. Every k* e Aab3* determines a Qk* e ÍR(K*)

by

[(Qk*)f](k) = k*(f * k)       (fe Lr, k e K).
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(If A"=Aabs, then Q = TK..) The map Q defined by this equation is an isometric

module homomorphism of Aabs* onto ÏR(K*).

Proof. Certainly Qk* is linear and continuous as a map from Lr to A*. Also

||ßrc*|| ^ ||rc*||. Once one remembers that (f*g)'=g'*f, there is no trouble in

showing that Qk* e 3Î(A*). Then g is a linear map Aabs* -> 9t(A*) and || g|| ^ 1.

The proof that g is a module homomorphism is straightforward. Because the

domain of g is Aabs*, Qk*=0 only if k* = 0. Thus g is injective and we are done if

we show it is surjective and | Qk* \\ à \\k* || for all k* e Aabs *. Let A e SR(A*), and let

(w¡)¡e/ De an approximate identity in Lr, with ||w¡|| 5j 1 for each /. If/e Lr and j e K,

then

(Rf)(j) = hvn(R(f*ui))(j)

= lim (/* Rut)(j) = Hm (Rut)(f *j).
i i

Thus lim¡ (Rui)(k) exists for every k e Aabs and

¡lim(AMi)(A:)| Ú sup ||A|| \\U¡\\ \\k\\ Ú \\R\\ \\k\\.

Therefore we can define k* e Aabs * by &*(&) = lim¡ (Rut)(k), for k e Aabs, with the

result that \\k*\\ ú\\R\\- Now by the existence proof of lim¡ (Rui)(k) we have that for

all feLr and j e K, (Rf)(j) = limt (Rut)(f *j) = k*(f' *j) = [(Qk*)f\(j)- Thus
A= Qk* and || Qk*\\ ̂  ||fc*||. This finishes the proof of the theorem.

With the aid of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 we can compute 9t(A) for most of the

modules described in [5]. First, assume that A' is a locally compact space, and Y a

group of homeomorphisms of X such that the map (a, x) —> ax (aeY, xe X) is

jointly continuous. Let Cx be the Banach space of all continuous functions k on X

such that for every e>0 the set {xe X : \k(x)\ ^e} is compact. Then Cx is an Lr

module with the module composition defined by

/ * k(x) =   f f(a)k(a - **) da, X E X,

for feLr, k e Cx. (For details, see [4], [5].) We can make M(X) an Lr module by

noting that it is the dual of Cx. Definition 3.1 yields

(/* p)k = pJJ' * k),       feLr,p.e M(X), k e Cx,

and it turns out that (/* p)(k) = $x jr k(ax)f(a) da dp.(x).

Since Cx is absolutely continuous, Theorem 5.2 tells us that di(M(X)) is

canonically isomorphic to M(X). (Unfortunately we have not been able to obtain

a description of fR(Cx) itself!)

Now let Xpossess a quasi-invariant measure mx. We denote by Lx (1 ^p ^ co) the

space usually called LP(X) or LP(X), and write Lx instead of L\X). The natural

embedding Lx -> M(X) makes Lx a submodule of M(X) (see [4]), and therefore

induces an embedding ÍR(LX) -> ÍR(M(X)) = M(X). The image of dt(Lx) in M(X) is
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N={p. e M(X) : for every/e Lr,f* p. is absolutely continuous with respect to mx}.

This space has been investigated in [4], and in particular several conditions

equivalent to N equaling M(X) appear there.

Since Lx =(LX)* we can use (3.1) to make an Lr module out of Lx. It turns out

that for/eLr and k e/_£,

f*k(x)= \ f(a)k(a~1x)da,       l.a.e. x e X.

We know Lx is itself absolutely continuous; hence, again by Theorem 5.2, ?H(Lx) is

isomorphic to Lx.

For lis/»^oo, in [4], we introduced convolution products LrxLx-+Lx, of

which the module operations on Lx and Lx, mentioned above, are special cases.

For 1 ̂ p < oo, Lx is an absolutely continuous module, and in particular, if

1 <p<co, then by Theorem 5.2, o%Lpx) is isomorphic to Lx.

Another space whose module homomorphisms we can describe is Lr n L£,

p e(\, oo], which we look at through the eyes of K= Cr+L[l, where l/p+l/q=l.

Now K is the linear span of {h + k : he Cr,keL[V}. Under the norm

||y||=inf {||A|| + || A; || : he Cr, k el|, j=h + k} and under the convolution defined by

/*/(*) = [/(*-'<») dr,       l.a.e. oeF,

K becomes an absolutely continuous Lr module. The dual space A'* =Lr n Lf has

for its norm ||g|| =max (||g||i, \\g\\P) (see [7, Theorem 5]). The convolution in K*,

defined by the familiar formula in (3.1) can be reduced to the formula

/* S(°-) = jrf(r)g(r- x°) do       (fe Lr, geLrnLpr,oe F).

By Theorem 5.2, ÍR(Lr n L£) is canonically isomorphic to Lr n L£.

There is a connection between Aabs and íñ(K) deeper than a superficial appraisal

might reveal. It becomes apparent if we consider K—>- K&ba and 9Î as functors in

the category of all Lr modules with continuous module homomorphisms as

morphisms. It is obvious that 91 is related to the well-known functor Horn in the

category of all modules over a ring. Writing L instead of Lr, in homological

language we may denote $i(K) by HomL (L, K). Less obvious is the analogy

between the functor K^-K&bs and the tensor product, reflected in the following

theorem.

5.3. Theorem. Let K be an Lr module. Then for any Lr module K' and any

continuous bilinear map T: LrxK^~ K' that has the property T(f*g,k)

=/* T(g, k) = T(g,f* k), there is a unique continuous homomorphism T' from K&ba

into K' such that the diagram

LvxK -» A"ab,

?\ /t
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is commutative (where the horizontal arrow represents the module composition

(fik)-+f*k).

Proof. Let (Ui)ie¡ be an approximate identity in Lr. Take k e Aabs. There exist

feLv and ye A such that/*y = /c. Then

T(f,j) = limT(f*Ui,j)
i

= lim T(Ui,f*j) = lim T(uu k).
i i

Thus we can define a linear 7": Aabs -> K' by T'(k)=limi T(u¡, k), for k e Aabs.

The rest is straightforward.

Thus it looks reasonable to write Aabs =L ®L K. In this terminology, Theorem 5.2

takes the form

HomL (L, Home (A, C)) = Home (L <g)L A, C),   C the complex numbers,

which is a well-known formula in the algebraic theory. A theory relating Banach

module homomorphisms to tensor product theory has been begun by Maté [8] and

developed systematically by Rieffel [9].

6. Module homomorphisms from La to LY. As we saw in §5 there is a natural

embedding 9Î(LX) -> M(X). In the sequel we identify each A e SR(LX) with the

corresponding element of M(X); thus ÍR(LX) = N^M(X). Let OçY and Y^Xbe

measurable. We are going to consider those i>l(Lx)-module homomorphisms

Lr^Lx which map Ln into LY={feLx :/=0 a.e. outside F}. We denote the

collection of such homomorphisms by ÍRn,y. To aid the discussion we make the

following definition.

6.1. Definition. Let ADtY={x e X : ox e Y for locally almost all aeO}. We

note that An_Y is measurable, by Theorem 3.15 of [5].

6.2. Lemma. If p e 9Î(LX) and z/supp /^£^n,y, then p. e 9tn,y-

Proof. We need to show that La * /¿£Ly. To do that, we let k e Lx be such that

&|y = 0, and we let/eLn. We will show that/* p(k) = 0. For any x e supp ci£/4rj,y,

we have axe Y for locally almost all a e O, so that k(ax) = 0 l.a.e. on £2, resulting

in $rf(o)k(ox) da = 0. Therefore

(/* p.)(k) = j  jrf(a)k(ax) da dp.(x)

-   f Í f(°)k(ax) da dp(x) = 0,
Jsupp u Jr

which completes the proof.

In the event that F is closed in X, we can give a complete description of Lftn.y.

6.3. Theorem. If Y is closed in X, then <¡Ra¡Y = {p.e M(X) : p.edl(Lx) and

supp/a£^n>y}.
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Proof. Because of Lemma 6.2 all we must prove is that if p. e 5Rn-Y, then

supp|iÇ^oy. By assumption, La * p=LY. Then for any keCx such that A;|y = 0,

we have (/* p,)(k) = 0 for all fe Ln. Let o- e dCl, and let (ut)isI be an approximate

identity for Lr such that («O,,-1 eLn. Then

0 = ((«i)»"1 * p-, k) = (p, ((Ut)a-i)' * k)

= (p., (u'i)" *k) = (p, (Ui)' * ka)

which converges to p(ka) because Cx is absolutely continuous. Since o~xY is

closed, supp /U.ÇO--1 y, for any o- e dCl. ButPlffedn a~1Y^Aa>y. Hence supp p.^AnfY.

6.4. Corollary. If Y is closed in X, then An¡Y = C\aeda °"_1 Y, and hence Aa¡Y is

closed.

Recall that we have identified 9Î(LX) with a subspace N={p e M(X) : Lr * p.^Lx}

of M(X). Obviously this N should play an important role in our discussion of

ARtY. Under the restriction that N=M(X), it is not hard to prove that AQ¡Y = Aa¡Y.

if Y= Y' l.a.e. (see the implication (i) =>■ (hi) of Theorem 5.6 in [4]). Without the

restriction this is not true, as the following example shows: T = {1}, Y= Y' only

l.a.e. (However, from Y= Y' l.a.e. it always follows that Aa¡Y = Aa¡Y. l.a.e.) Under

the condition that N=M(X) we have a neater conclusion for Theorem 6.3.

6.5. Corollary. If Y is closed in X and if N=M(X), then

Wn.Y = {]"£ M(X) : supp p ^ Aa¡Y}.

Let ûç r be measurable and such thatLn is a subalgebra of Lr. For any Banach

module K over La we denote by $ïa(K) the space of all continuous module homo-

morphisms La-> K (since every Lr module is an La module this notation is con-

sistent with our earlier use of the symbol ?Hn(K)).

In particular we consider measurable subsets Y of Xfor which Ln * LY^LY. For

such Y, LY is an La module. Theorem 4.3 gives an injection 5Rn(Z.Y)

->■ ri/e^cdfi) 9tiw,y- In case /(dCl) consists of only one element, ?Rn(LY) may be

identified with 9in,y. Then by Lemma 6.2, 9}n(Ly)3{/^ e M(X) : supp fi£\r} and

if N=M(X), the two sets are equal if Y is closed (Corollary 6.5). If N=M(X), it

seems reasonable to ask whether we have equality for all Y, still assuming /(dCl)

to contain only one element.

Now N=M(X) if A'=r, and /(dCl) contains only one element if F is abelian

(Corollary 4.4). T. A. Davis states a theorem affirming the inclusion 9tn(Ly)

^{p.eM(X) : p. is concentrated on An¡Y} for the case F is abelian, X=F, and

Y=Cl (Theorem 3.5(2) in [2]). Unfortunately, however, his proof seems to be

faulty.

By the same Corollary 4.4, /(dCl) contains only one element if 1 e dCl. For this

case F. Birtel [1] proves dicl(LY) = {p,e M(X) : suppleAatY} under the as-

sumptions A'=r, Y=Cl, Cl is a closed semigroup containing 1 whose interior is
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dense in O. In Theorem 6.7 we prove ?Rn(LY) = {p. e M(X) : p. is concentrated on

Aa,Y} if 1 edO and N=M(X). In Corollary 6.8 we prove 9tn(Ly) = {p. e M(X) :

supp cc£^n>y} if 1 Ec/Oandif forevery/eLrand/ceLx, jrf(a)k(a~1x)da depends

continuously on x, which is true for X= Y.

We employ an auxiliary topology on X, called the orbit topology and designated

by G, which is generated by sets of the form <t>x, i> open in Y, x e X. This topology

is studied in [5]. In what follows we shall use the facts that in case N= M(X), G

coincides with the original topology of Ion each orbit Yx, and that forfeLv and

keLx, the function x -»■ (rf(a)k(a~1x) da is (^-continuous.

6.6. Lemma. In the topology G, Aa¡Y is closed.

Proof. Take xe X. Then x e An¡Y if and only if (rf(o)i;x\Y(ox) da = 0 for every

feLn. Now

J/Wfx\y(«) da = ^f(o-i)A(o-i)èx\Y(o-ix)do

-J/Wsvrv*-1*)*

is 0-continuous (see Lemma 4.9 of [5]) ; thus A is 0-closed.

6.7. Theorem. Let O £ Y, F£ X be measurable and such that La is a subalgebra

ofLr, andLa * LY^LY. Assume N=M(X). Ifle dO, then $ln(LY) = {p. e M(X) : p.

is concentrated on Aa-Y}.

Proof. Let p e dtn(LY). We note that Yx is a Borel set (Theorem 5.10 of [4]) for

each xe X. Since p is bounded, p. is concentrated on a sigma-compact set. Inasmuch

as any compact set can intersect only countably many orbits (see Lemma 4.6 of

[5]), there exists a sequence au a2,... in I such that p. is concentrated on {Jn Yan.

For each n define p,n by dp,n = £ran dp. and put Fn= Yn Yan. Then Ln * LYn^LYn,

ri = 2/xn and L£i*/x„£Lyn for each n. It suffices to prove that each p.n is con-

centrated on AntYn. In other words, we may assume the existence of an a e Isuch

that p. is concentrated on Ya and F<= Ya. Since 1 e dO, by Theorem 5.6 of [5]

La*LY=LY. Let O0 — OndO, T={x e X : there exist compact sets <P£Û and

D^Y such that J"r i„(a)iD(a-1x) da>0}. Clearly T^ Ya. According to the proof

of Theorem 5.5 of [5], we have £20 = ü l.a.e., T= Y l.a.e. and O0T=T. Then

T ^ AaoT = An¡T = AatY.

Since 1 e dO, La contains an approximate identity («i)iei of Lr. If k e Cx and

/c = 0 on /, then because w¡ * p,eLa* p^LY=LT,

plk) — lim p.(u¡ * k) = lim (t/j * «)(/c) = 0.
i i

This means that suppfi£/ so that p. is concentrated on To Ya. Now as we

remarked in the preceding lemma, Aa¡Y is 0-closed. Because the original topology
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and the 0-topology coincide on Fa this means that An¡Y n Fa is relatively closed in

Fa. Since T^AaY n Fa we obtain Tn FazAn¡Y n Fa^AnY. Thus p. is con-

centrated on AnY.

6.8. Corollary. Let Cl, Y be as in the preceding theorem. Assume that for every

feLr and every k e Lx, J"r/(o-)A;(CT_1x) do depends continuously on xe X. Now if

1 e dCl, then %ia(LY) = {p. e M(X) : supp p.^Aa>Y}.

Proof. Then the orbit topology and the original topology are the same (Lemma

4.9 of [5]), and An¡Y is thus closed in X. Furthermore, the assumption implies that

N=M(X) (Theorem 3.3 of [5]). Thus we can use the preceding theorem.

We have one comment: p.e M(X) may be concentrated on An¡Y without being

supported on Aa_Y. Let F = R be the additive group of the reals, Cl = (0, oo),

X=R u {oo} the one-point compactification of R, with usual action of F on X, and

mx({co})=l, wx|/c = Lebesgue measure, and Y=(0, oo). Then AnY = [0,oo). Let

^i = 2™=i 2~"Sn where 8„ is point mass at n. Then p. is concentrated on An_Y but

not supported on An¡Y.
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